Rise UP for abortion rights,
For abortion rights, rise up!
Post Roe? Hell No!
Post Roe? Hell No!

Without this basic right [clap clap],
Women can't be free [clap clap].
Abortion on demand [clap clap],
Without apology [clap clap]!

Not the church, not the state!
Women must decide their fate!

Control over women is what they want
Furious women is what they've got!
We won't go back. We won't submit.
We will not take your fascist shit.

C'mon, c'mon and join the fight,
abortion is a human right!

Back alleys, no more,
Abortion rights for rich and poor!

Keep your rosaries,
Off our ovaries!

Gay, straight, black, white,
All unite for abortion rights!

A baby's not a baby til it comes out...
That's what birthdays are all about!

Racist, sexist, anti-gay
Christian fascists go away!

Right to Life, your name’s a lie,
You don’t care, If women die!

We don't bow down to fascists
these theocrats can kiss our asses

Women aren’t
Baby making machines
Women ARE
Full human beings!!

No Abortion Bans
No Patriarchy
No Fascist USA

Break the chains
Break, break the chains
When women don’t have rights,
They are being enslaved!

No more shame no more silence
forced motherhood is fascist violence

Our bodies, our lives [clap clap]
Our right to decide! [clap clap]

Fuck the Courts and the Legislature
Women Are Not Incubators

Fascists, fascists GO A-WAY
We're PRO Abortion
and HERE-TO-STAY
(especially in case of counter-protesters)

Decide la mujer/Si madre ser
(A woman decides if she wants to be a mother)
Es mi derecho/Es mi vida
(It’s my right, it’s my life!)

La vida es sola mia
Es sola mia la decision
(It's my life only, it's my decision only)